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Lest We Forget —
“The USSVI Submariner’s Creed”
To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who
gave their lives in the pursuit of their duties while
serving their country. That their dedication, deeds,
and supreme sacrifice be a constant source of
motivation toward greater accomplishments.
Pledge loyalty and patriotism to the United States of
America and its Constitution.
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News Brief
1. Next Meeting: At 1100, third Saturday of each month at the Knollwood
Sportsman’s Club. Mark your calendars for these upcoming dates:
a. AUGUST 18
b. SEPTEMBER 15
c. OCTOBER 20
2. Duty Cook Roster:
a. AUGUST – SUMMER POTLUCK – EVERYONE TO TAKE A DISH TO PASS
b. SEPTEMBER – ED DOWLING AND CLAY HILL
c. OCTOBER – SEE YOUR NAME HERE!
3. August Birthdays: Dick Anderson 4th; John Manasse 5th; Eric Clauson 6th;
John McClellan 16th; and Frank Walter 25th. Happy Birthday Shipmates!
4. USSVI convention has about 456 people signed up with room for 2,000.
Plenty of room for more and plenty of time to register.
5. Gov. Rauner and Chicago Mayor Emanuel both took time recently to learn
about our Chicago Riverwalk Memorial. The City of Chicago has agreed to cosponsor the permits saving a considerable expense.
6. Support our hosts, Knollwood Sportsmen’s Club, at the annual Corn Roast on
August 25. Great family fun. Contact Larry Warnke for tickets.

Crash Dive Meeting Minutes
July 21, 2018
Due to Crash Dive’s onsite support
for the SubFest in Manitowoc, the
general meeting was replaced by
service to the community as base
members served as volunteers at
SubFest.

Lost Boats
USS BULLHEAD SS 332 8/6/45
USS FLIER
SS 250 8/13/44
USS S-39
SS 144 8/14/42
USS HARDER
SS 257 8/24/44
USS COCHINO SS 345 8/26/49
USS POMPANO SS 181 8/29/43

‘You’re one beer away
from Navy Times!’ Inside a
legendary submariner bar.
Geoff Ziezulewicz, Navy Times, August 11

BREMERTON, Wash. — What happens to
the things they carried?
The memories, the stories, the
mementoes that submariners collect during
their long months under the sea? Things
only fellow shipmates would consider
priceless?
For retired Torpedoman 1st Class Larry
Timby, the personal and unit items shared
— and sometimes pocketed along the way
— follow a certain theme.
“When you first get out of the military,
you have your plaques and your awards,
and you hang them in your house,” Timby
said. “They call it their ‘I Love Me’ wall.”
But over the years, he said, things
change.
“The wife or the girlfriend doesn’t want
to see it on the wall anymore,” he said.
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“And when you downsize or move, what do
you do with it?”
Sure, some stuff gets packed in a box
and forgotten. But over the years, many
submariners have opted to send their stuff
to the Horse & Cow, perhaps the most
legendary submariner bar on the planet.
Part cozy dive, part museum, the Horse
& Cow’s location in downtown Bremerton
stands as an homage to the silent service, a
monument that you can drink in.
On the bar’s bukheads swim the history
of the American submariner, through items
meaningful not only to the sailors who
donated them but also the crews that
recognize the artifacts when they spot
them.
On one wall hangs what’s believed to be
the original canvas banner from the
Nautilus, America’s first nuclear-powered
submarine launched in 1954, four years
before she dove under the North Pole.
Another wall features a box of three
military-issue knives, given to the tavern by
a retired Navy SEAL who’d rather have
them displayed here than languish in an
attic trunk.
Overhead, attached to a USS Horse &
Cow (SSN 333 1/3) sail, the eyes find a pair
of Texas longhorns. They went underway
aboard the now-decommissioned
submarine Houston.
The tattered American flag that flew on
the sub’s final tour is framed on another
wall, a present from the boat’s last
commander.
Walls are pocked in plaques and original
World War II Walt Disney drawings of
submarine insignia. Everywhere are
banners and sideboards and probes and
engine room throttle wheels, gadgets and
gear looted by submariners over the years
that ended up here.
When Navy Times visited, Timby
proudly showed off their latest trophy: a
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sideboard from the submarine Bremerton, a
boat on its way to being decommissioned
after 37 years of service.
And then there’s a plaque from the
Scorpion, a sub that sank under mysterious
circumstances in 1968, killing 99 crewmen.
A POW-MIA flag is draped nearby to
remember them.
“I think it was a Cold War incident,” said
Timby, disputing the semi-official
explanation that an accidental torpedo
explosion crushed the boat’s hull.
He thinks the Soviets sank her.
A yellowing bar biography on the wall
explains that the name “Horse & Cow”
stems from Poseidon, the Greek god of the
sea, who’s often portrayed accompanied by
a small horse and a small cow, or bull.
During the world wars, “merchant
sailors, terrified of being sunk by
submarines, tattooed a horse on one ankle,
a cow on the other, in hopes of ensuring
safe passage,” the bio states.
It might be an architectural homage to
the silent service, but the bar and
restaurant also brims with sailors, Puget
Sound Naval Shipyard hands, military
veterans of all stripes and assorted
Bremerton regulars.
One recent Friday night, waitresses
passed out shots of “Nuke Waste,” a
schnapps-like drink invented by Mike
Looby, the founder and owner of the Horse
& Cow’s Bremerton outpost.
When everyone has a shot of the bright
green victual in front of them, the girls
sound a klaxon behind the bar and
everyone drinks.
Earlier this year, Attorney General Jeff
Sessions gingerly sipped a shot while
visiting the Horse & Cow with his son-inlaw, a Navy submariner.
Looby said he had to gently goad the
Alabama Republican into taking a sip.
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“A lot of these old guys come in off the
old boats, the diesel boats,” said Timby,
who became co-owner of the bar a few
years ago after spending years as one of
Looby’s most loyal customers. “They have
their reunions here. They see stuff and they
light up.”
That’s because at the Horse & Cow,
submariners, their boats and their buddies
are never forgotten.
“There’s a lot of things that just fade
away,” Timby said. “But as long as we’re
here, we’ll always be remembered.”
“It wasn’t about the money”
Sipping a cocktail, Looby is decidedly
coy about how his watering hole came to
hold so many submarine treasures.
“How we acquired everything is a
mystery,” Looby said.
But he’s acquired a lot. His 5,000square-foot Horse & Cow in Guam, another
U.S. submarine hub, displays other
keepsakes. Spillover collectibles are stored
away, perhaps destined one day for outlets
in Groton, Connecticut, and Pearl Harbor.
“Everything’s original, we never paid for
anything,” he said. “Some of the stuff came
under the cuff, some of the stuff by
captains.”
Some of it first landed in the hands of
his father, the late Jimmy “The Godfather”
Looby. An Army vet, he founded the first
Horse & Cow in 1953 with his brothers in
San Francisco.
Back then, surface warfare guys or
civilians risked their butts daring to enter a
submariner bar, but times have changed.
“If you brought something of value from
the submarine and we put it up in the bar, it
was open tap,” Looby recalled. “Beer,
booze, food, whatever was available, and it
was just given to the guys, and it wasn’t just
a onetime thing.”
Pier 39 actually had boats tied up there.
After a Defense Department round of base
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closures shuttered the waterfront, Jimmy
Looby moved his operation to an area near
Hunters Point Naval Shipyard in San
Francisco.
When another round of consolidations
scuppered that location, The Godfather
relocated to Mare Island Naval Shipyard in
Vallejo, northeast of San Francisco.
“You’re there to make money, but it
wasn’t about the money,” Looby said. “In
Vallejo, when I was working for my father, I
know for a fact we gave away more booze
than most bars in that town sold.”
When that base shut down, the Looby
operation again shifted, this time to
Bremerton, but The Godfather was done by
then and his son had taken the helm,
launching the Puget Sound outpost in 2000.
“Things I shouldn’t have”
Timby and Looby have an obvious
affection for the submariner artifacts sailors
have entrusted to them over the years. And
some of the items submariners have
smuggled to them are borderline bonkers.
Once while working with his dad in
Vallejo, “we had non-charged reactor rods,”
Looby said.
They also have an undisclosed number
of primary valve cap covers from
submarines, known in their post-service
lives as the “Horse & Cow chalice.”
If you don’t know what a primary valve
cap cover is, you’re probably not a
submariner.
But after a primary valve cap cover’s
retirement, barkeeps will pour a bottle of
Nuke Waste into one of the caps and pass it
around.
“Back in the nuke room, somewhere
back aft, near the nuke room, they have this
in the engine room,” Timby said. “That’s all
I’m gonna say about it.”
“Those are highly controlled,” Looby
added. “I’ve got quite a few of those, and
when those come to me…I don’t know
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where it came from. I don’t ask questions. I
don’t care.”
Sometimes, buttoned-up officers come
into the bar, demanding to know who gave
Looby his latest memento, but he said he’ll
always protect his sources from the
squares.
“There’s some officers out there that
everything is by the book,” he said. “Things
show up and they’re out of their mind when
they see it here.”
Sometimes they raise hell, Looby said,
but nothing comes of it.
“If it ends up at the Horse & Cow, it’s at
the Horse & Cow,” he said. “You can come
look at it anytime, but it’s at the Horse &
Cow.”
Sometimes things even move through
official channels. The guys recently acquired
two seats off the fast-attack submarine
Albuquerque, which was decommissioned
last year.
“Official paperwork and everything,”
Timby said.
“For the most part, it’s drama free, but
there are some things I get that I don’t want
to boast about,” Looby said.
“You’re one beer away from Navy
Times!”
Looby is sometimes wistful for the old
Navy days, when everything wasn’t so
sanitized and politically correct. At the same
time, he doesn’t swab up as much puke or
stop as many fights as he did back in the
day. In fact, today’s junior enlisted kids look
out for each other.
“There’s always at least one designated
driver and they’re always making sure
everybody has a ride home,” Timby said.
If some of the younger guys are really
putting them back, Looby asks how they’re
getting home, and the designated driver
always raises his hand.
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“He’s the one sitting there going, ‘I
gotta sit here with all these drunk bastards
and deal with them?’” Looby said.
From Guam to Bremerton and at several
points in between, Looby has tipped back
too many drinks to count, sipping with
every rank from seaman to admiral.
He’s even gotten straight twisted with
some flag officers, and recounted stories
not fit for print.
“I always remind them, 'Hey man,
you’re one beer away from Navy Times!”
Looby said.
One sea story starts “in a land far, far
away, in an undisclosed location” outside
the United States.
“There was this admiral friend of mine,”
Looby recalled. “We were hosting a boat
from another country. It becomes a
challenge to get them drunk. The foreign
dignitary’s going to drink us under the
table, or we’re going to drink them under
the table.”
The battle commenced at about 4 p.m.,
and by 2 a.m., everyone was legless.
“I don’t want to hang anybody, but by
that time, he was speaking ‘drunkanese,’”
Looby said of the anonymous admiral. “I
don’t think he even knew his own name,
snot running from his nose.”
Eventually, the duty drivers for the
foreign commanders arrived.
“Their captain and their commodore
finally staggered out the door and that’s
how it ended,” Looby said. “And we
staggered out ourselves.”
Looby knows all the boats, and all the
crews, even submariners who arrive in
Bremerton years after they got out, just to
belly up again at the bar.
“We picked up where we left off, like we
haven’t missed a single day or a single
story,” Looby said. “The rumors. He thought
I was dead, I thought he was dead. But
we’re sitting here, drinking beer.”
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Russian Submarine Activity
Largest Since Cold War: top US
Navy admiral
Lucas Tomlinson, Fox News, August 8

Pentagon and NATO brass have issued
fresh warnings about increased Russian
naval activity in the North Atlantic and
Mediterranean Sea, with the top U.S. Navy
admiral saying this week Russian submarine
operations are currently at levels not seen
since the Cold War.
That’s one reason the Navy plans to stand
up a new command later this month to deal
with the return of an old foe.
Tuesday night provided the latest
example of Russia’s new show of force. A
British Type 45 guided-missile destroyer
escorted two Russian warships through the
English Channel.
The Royal Navy posted video of HMS
Diamond alongside the Russian destroyer
Severomorsk and cruisier Marshal Ustinov
in the English Channel. Interactions like
this have become so common, the Royal
Navy has warships standing 24-hour alert in
port.
The incident took place one day after
Defense Secretary Jim Mattis met with his
British counterpart, Gavin Williamson, at
the Pentagon. It marked the second time the
same British warship had responded to
approaching Russian Navy warships,
according to the warship’s commanding
officer.
This week, the U.S. Navy’s highest
ranking officer, Adm. John Richardson,
chief of naval operations, told VOA Russian
submarine activity in the North Atlantic is
"more than we've seen in 25 years.”
But a day later, Mattis downplayed the
perceived threat from the Russian Navy.
“We always keep an eye on the
submarines at sea and I prefer not to say any
more than that,” Mattis told reporters on the
Pentagon steps ahead of Williamson's visit.
A recent Russian missile test provided
another example of Russia’s resurgence at
sea.
Two months before the Helsinki summit,
a Russian ballistic missile submarine
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launched four long-range nuclear missiles in
rapid succession from off the coast of Russia
in the White Sea, each with a range of 6,000
miles – putting Washington, D.C. in range.
U.S. spy satellites took note of the test,
which marked the first time Russia had
fired this many missiles at once from its
newest class of ballistic missile submarine.
Observers said tensions are high right
now between Moscow and Washington,
despite the summit in Helsinki last month.
On Wednesday, the U.S. said it would
impose sanctions on Russia over a nerve
agent attack.
“I think Russia is signaling to us that
the Bear is back. We are likely to see more
of this intimidating, threatening operations
on the part of the Russian fleet,” said Peter
Brookes, a senior fellow for national
security affairs at the Heritage Foundation.
“This is an expression of President Putin's
foreign policy and it’s directed towards the
United States.”
U.S. officials are concerned special
Russian submarines can tap into undersea
cables.
Days ahead of the landmark summit
between Cold War foes, President Trump
signaled a willingness to ease tensions
despite his top intelligence officials accusing
Russia of meddling in the 2016 election.
“Maybe we will get along with Russia,”
the president said at a news conference on
July 12. “I think we probably will be able
to.”
A week after the Helsinki summit,
Trump told CNBC if things didn’t work out,
“I'll be the worst enemy he's ever had,”
speaking about Russian President Vladimir
Putin.
Since Russian forces deployed to Syria
three years ago, Russian submarines in the
Mediterranean have at times launched
missiles to help crush the rebellion battling
the Assad regime.
The increased Russian threat is one of
the reasons the U.S. Navy is bringing back
the 2nd Fleet later this month in Norfolk,
Va. to keep tabs on the Russians in the
Atlantic.
It had been deactivated in 2011.
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US Navy: Welding Problem
Found On Missile Tubes For
New Subs
Jennifer McDermott, Associated Press, August 7

PROVIDENCE, R.I. — The U.S. Navy
said Tuesday there's a problem with
welds on missile tubes that are destined
for new submarines.
The welding issue was identified on
missile tubes that have been delivered to
General Dynamics Electric Boat for new
ballistic-missile submarines for the U.S.
Navy and the Royal Navy, and on tubes
for weapons being manufactured for
new U.S. attack submarines, according to
the Naval Sea Systems Command.
BWX Technologies, Inc., a
subcontractor to Electric Boat, found the
quality control issue, the command said.
A testing instrument did not adequately
inspect the welds.
Defense News first reported the
story.
Electric Boat is based in Groton,
Connecticut, and has a manufacturing
facility in Rhode Island. BWX
Technologies is headquartered in
Virginia.
The tubes have not been installed on
any submarines. A dozen were affected.
BWX Technologies said it recently
suspended welding operations relative to
an area of concern and the company
takes quality very seriously.
The Navy is working with the Electric
Boat to determine the next steps, which
could include further inspections and
fixing or replacing welds.
William Couch, a spokesman for the
Naval Sea Systems Command, said he
wouldn't know the cost to the programs
or additional details until they finish the
assessments.
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In 2015, three attack submarines
were sidelined due to welding problems
at a different defense contractor.
Construction on the U.S. Navy's new
ballistic-missile submarine program, the
Columbia class, is expected to begin on
schedule in fiscal 2021, Couch said. The
Navy awarded a $5 billion contract to
Electric Boat last year to finish designing
the class.
U.S. Rep. Joe Courtney, a
Connecticut Democrat whose district
includes Electric Boat, said he's very
concerned because there's so little margin
for delays in the Columbia-class program
and there have been weld problems with
attack submarines before.
The Navy and industry need tighter
control over production quality within
the supply chain, added Courtney, who
was briefed by Electric Boat on the weld
problem.
"Welding is existential in submarines.
You can't have bad welds," he said.
"They operate in an environment that
doesn't sustain human life."
Electric Boat said in a statement that
it's working to mitigate any potential
impacts to the U.S. and U.K. programs.
BWX Technologies has a contract for
26 missile tubes for the ballistic-missile
submarines and three weapons tubes for
the attack submarines, which are in
various stages of completion, according
to the Navy. The company has been
manufacturing missile tube assemblies for
these submarines since late 2014.

Russia Creates ‘Eternal’
Nuclear Reactor for new
Submarines

Staff, Meritime Herald, August 7

According to a subsidiary of the
Russian nuclear corporation Rosatom, a
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new “heart” of nuclear reactors for
atomic submarines has been created and
tested for the first time in Russia, a
facility that can function throughout the
life of the submarine without the need to
refuel nuclear fuel.
The so-called “active zone” is the
“heart” of the reactor. It contains the
nuclear fuel and it is precisely in that the
chain reaction occurs. The new
technology of the subsidiary OKBM
Afrikantov means that Russian
submarines will not need refuelling.
According to the former commander
of the Northern Fleet, Admiral
Vyacheslav Popov, the creation of the
“eternal” reactor has enormous
importance for the Russian Navy’s
combat readiness.
“With such a reactor [which does not
require refuelling] the efficiency
coefficient of the submarine increases
several times,” Popov said.
In the list of fourth generation
submarines are those of the Borei and
Yasen project.
In addition, it was stated that Russia
could help South Korea build a nuclear
reactor for oceanic ships based on the
RITM-200 reactor, which will be
installed in the brand new Russian
atomic icebreakers.
“In November 2017, during the
meeting in Nizhny Novgorod,
representatives of the Korean Institute of
Atomic Energy Research (KAERI)
reported that the Korean side currently
considers the possibility of developing
the concept of a new reactor with the
power from 150-200 megawatts to
ocean vessels based on the design of the
RITM-200 reactor, “says the Rosatom
subsidiary report.
“The Russian side said it was ready to
cooperate with the Korean side in the
fabrication of a ‘turnkey’ nuclear reactor
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if Korea sends its official request for
cooperation to Russia and has the
necessary approval from the government
corporation Rosatom,” he adds. the
document.
The RITM-200 is a nuclear reactor
developed by the company OKBM
Afrikantov intended to be installed in
nuclear breakers and floating atomic
stations.

U.S. Submarines Will Soon
Carry Tactical Nuclear
Weapons
Kyle Mizokami, Popular Mechanics, July 26

The U.S. Navy’s fleet of ballistic
missile submarines will soon carry
tactical nuclear weapons, as
Congress prepares to fund
development of a new, low-yield
nuclear warhead. The submarines,
which form a functional invulnerable
retaliatory force in case of surprise
nuclear attack, will soon be able to
launch missiles with less powerful
tactical nuclear weapons. Not
everyone is sold on the new
weapon, which critics charge is
unnecessary and could lower the
threshold for nuclear war.
The U.S. Navy’s fourteen Ohio
nuclear ballistic missile submarines
provide a powerful deterrent to
surprise nuclear attack. The
submarines embark on lengthy
deterrence patrols, hiding in the
world’s oceans, effectively a moving
cache of nuclear weapons that an
adversary would find extremely
difficult to destroy. As long as the
subs are at sea, the U.S. maintains
the ability to counter a surprise
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attack with a counterattack of its
own.
Every four years, the sitting
presidential administration conducts
a review of U.S. nuclear forces. The
2018 Nuclear Posture Review,
commissioned by President Trump,
calls for replacing some of the
existing nuclear warheads on the
Ohio-class submarines with low-yield
warheads. The goal is to have the
ability to strike urgent, time sensitive
targets virtually any place on Earth.
Each Ohio submarine carries
twenty Trident D-5 missiles, and each
missile is outfitted with an unknown
number of W76-1 nuclear warheads.
(The U.S. keeps the number of
submarines at sea and warheads
per submarine intentionally
ambiguous, although we know
Washington has pledged to never
deploy more than 240 missiles at sea
at any one time.) Now it appears at
least some of those warheads will be
replaced with the W76-2, which has
a much smaller explosive yield.
The Administration argues that
the U.S. may need to strike quickly
strike targets with tactical nuclear
weapons. An example might be a
nuclear-armed missile sitting on a
North Korean missile launch pad.
Most tactical nukes are aircraft
delivered bombs, and could take
the better part of a day to ready
and then reach their target. A
tactical nuke delivered by a
submarine-launched ballistic missile,
on the other hand, could be
delivered in less than an hour.
How small a warhead yield are
we talking about? That’s a good
question. The existing W76-1
warhead has an explosive yield of
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100 kilotons (for reference, the
Hiroshima bomb was 16 kilotons.) The
B61-12 tactical nuclear gravity bomb
has a “dial-a-yield” mechanism that
allows for yields of .3 (or just 300 tons
of TNT), 1.5, 10, and 50 kilotons. The
W76-2 would likely have a yield
similar to the B61-12’s low end.
Critics, on the other hand, believe
the new warhead is unnecessary
and dangerous. They believe that
the W76-2 is a solution in search of a
problem, noting that sudden “bolt
from the blue” crisis that suddenly
demands a tactical nuclear weapon
placed on a target in less than an
hour is very unlikely. They believe
that existing tactical nuclear
weapons would be forward
deployed near a potential crisis,
making them available more quickly
than commonly believed.
The new weapon also comes
under fire for being needlessly
escalatory. The United States has an

overwhelming amount of
conventional firepower, which critics
of the new weapon argue can just
as effectively destroy a time-sensitive
threat. Using a tactical nuclear
weapon could be just plain
unnecessary. Furthermore, unless
nukes have already been used in the
conflict, the use of the new warhead
would cause the United States to
cross the nuclear threshold first,
inviting adversaries to use their own
nukes against U.S. and allied forces.
Congress is preparing to fund
development of the W76-2, to a tune
of $65 million. The process won’t
involve building any new weapons-instead the government will convert
existing W76-1 warheads into low
yield versions. Meanwhile, the
controversy as to whether the
weapons are needed and ultimately
dangerous to U.S. national security
rages on.

Crash Dive Base Contact Information
Commander – Clayton Hill, 195 Clover Lane, Cedarburg, WI 53012; 262-377-5332
(work number) or bisi@ameritech.net
Vice-Commander – Greg Miller, 964 Fischer Drive, Addison, IL; (630)543-7855 or
fourkats4me@yahoo.com
Secretary (POC) – Chris Gaines, 513 West Downer Place, Aurora, IL 60506; 630-8925718 or ccgaines@mindspring.com
Treasurer – Glenn C. Barts, Sr., 2000 Jamestown Drive, Palatine, IL 60074; 847-9347418; gcbarts@msn.com
COB – Larry Warnke, l_warnke@msn.com
Chaplain – Cris Pascual; crispasses@aol.com; 285 Southridge, Gurnee, IL 60031;
847-855-0772
Membership – Tom Polzin, 1305 Winslow Circle, Woodstock, IL 60098; 847-867-8668;
tapolzin@aol.com
Storekeeper – Herman Mueller, 503 Lynn Terrace, Waukegan, IL 60085; 847-4455034; hermanandlorimueller@comcast.net
Newsletter Editor – Chris Gaines
Base Historian – Frank Voznak, Jr. 9 South 255 Madison, Burr Ridge, IL. 60527; 630
986-0175 franklin2@comcast.net
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Regular  Life  Associate 

OUR CREED:
“To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who gave their lives in the pursuit of their duties while serving
their country. That their dedication, deeds and supreme sacrifice be a constant source of motivation toward greater
accomplishments. Pledge loyalty and patriotism to the United States of America & its Constitution.”
With my signature below I affirm that I subscribe to the Creed of the United States Submarine Veterans, Inc., and agree to abide by the Constitution, all Bylaws, Regulations and Procedures
governing the U.S. Submarine Veterans, Inc., so long as they do not conflict with my military or civil obligations. I will furnish proof of my eligibility for Regular membership, including my
discharge under honorable conditions, and proof of my U.S. Navy (SS) Designation, if required by the Base or the national Membership Chairman. If I am not discharged, the discharge
requirement is waived. If I am not U.S. N. submarine qualified, I am applying as an Associate and my sponsor is indicated below.

□

I certify that I was designated qualified in USN Submarines aboard ______________________ in _________ (Yr)

□

I certify that I received a discharge under Honorable Conditions (if not currently in military service) in _______ (Yr)

(Honorary designations regardless of source do not apply under any circumstances.)

Name: (Print /Type)___________________________________ Address: ____________________________________
City: _________________________ State: ____ Zip Code: _______-______

Tel: (______) ______-__________

Signature: ____________________________________________________

Date:

Your E-Mail Address ________________________________
st

______/______/________

Base/Chapter Desired: ___________________

st

The Member Dues year runs from Jan 1 thru Dec 31 . Please indicate your term preference: ______________________
Nat’l Dues: 5 Yr term: $ 90.00; 3 Yr term: $ 55.00; 1 yr term (Jan thru Sep) $ 20.00; (Oct thru Dec adds the next yr): $ 25.00
Nat’l Life: 76+ yrs = $100.00; 66 thru 75 yrs = $200; 56 thru 65 yrs = $ 300.00; 46 thru 55 = $400.00; Thru 45 yrs = $ 500.00
Local Base/chapter dues are separate and additional. Crash Dive Base dues are $15 annually.
How did you find USSVI?

□

Friend,

□

Boat Assn, □ Local Event/News, □ Internet, □ Other (________________)

Who is your sponsoring USSVI Regular Member?: (Mandatory for Assoc Mbrs) ____________________________
Associate Applicant is:

 Veteran  Spouse of Veteran 

Other (specify)

_______________________

YOUR U.S. NAVY BIOGRAPHICAL DATA
Date Of Birth (MM/DD/YY) ____/____/____

If other military service, What Branch? __________

Highest Rate & Rank Attained: _____________ Mil Retired (Y/N): _____ On Active Duty? (Y/N): ____
YR entered Mil Service: ______ YR left Mil Service _____ (Active/Inactive reserve time also counts.)
Submarines and ships served aboard as ship’s company (Use back if you need more space.)
1.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr.____ to Yr. _____

2.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

3.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr.____ to Yr. _____

4.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

5.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr.____ to Yr. _____

Next of Kin:

Name: ________________________________ Relationship: ________ (Spouse, Partner, Son, Dau, Parent, Other)

Addr:________________________ City: ___________________

State: ___

Zip: _________ Tel: _______________________

(Leave this address line blank if the same as your home address)

Applicants on active duty are requested to provide a permanent home address.
Upon completion, give this form, including your National and Base membership dues to the appropriate base
officer, or mail to: Crash Dive Secretary, Chris Gaines, 513 W. Downer Place, Aurora, IL 60506; 630-892-5718
February 17, 2010
Rev. F

